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 JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser.  For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser.
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  My Cart    
 Free Ground Shipping on all orders over $75 in the U.S.

Your cart is empty.

Shop Popular CBD Categories

	CBD Oil
	CBD Gummies
	CBD Capsules
	CBD Topicals
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    Look Up Your Certificate of Analysis

 
 






 

  
  

A Certificate of Analysis, or COA, helps ensure that a manufacturer's products are made to specification, and indicates the quantity of cannabinoids found in each product, like CBD. In addition to cannabinoids, this certificate should show details on the levels of heavy metals, pesticides, solvents, and THC found in an individual batch of products. COAs are meant to keep customers safe and informed, but they also help emphasize quality. It's one of the reasons we are an industry leader in terms of product quality, safety, and consistency.


Visit our blog to learn about how to read a CBD Certificate of Analysis.



Locate a Certificate of Analysis by entering the lot number from your product below:




 Find Certificate







Where to find your Certificate of Analysis Number






Your Certificate of Analysis number can be found on the bottom of the product box. If you're in the store, you can look at it before you purchase your product.



Product Packaging:
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Are there any examples of a Certificate of Analysis?






Here are a few examples of a Certificate of Analysis for our products:



	Original Formula


	17mg/1mL CBD Oil


	15mg CBD Liquid Capsules


	 CBD Sleep Gummies


	7mg Hemp Extract for Dogs









Find answers to more of our questions on our FAQs page.
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See the steps we take to ensure we're creating the best hemp extracts possible

Play














Are there any examples of a Certificate of Analysis?






Here are a few examples of a Certificate of Analysis for our products:

Oils:


	7mg 30mL


	17mg 100mL


	Original Formula- 50mg 100mL


	60mg 100mL


	THC Free- 25mg 30mL

Starter Sizes:


	17mg 10mL


	50mg 10mL


	60mg 10mL


	THC Free- 25mg 10mL

Liquid Capsules:
 
	15mg CBD Liquid Capsules 90ct


	25mg CBD Liquid Capsules 90ct

Gummies:

	CBD Sleep Gummies 60ct


	CBD Calm Gummies 60ct


	CBD Recovery Gummies 60ct

Pets:

	7mg 30mL Oil


	17mg 30mL Oil


	Senior Chew 30ct


	Hip & Joint Chew 30ct


	Calming Chew 30ct


	1.5oz Canine Balm


Topicals:

	1.5oz Balm


	2.5oz Cream


	1.7oz Cooling Gel


	1.75 Balm Stick


	Peppermint Roll On


	Lavender Roll On









Find answers to more of our questions on our FAQs page.











Where can I find my Certificate of Analysis Number?






Your Certificate of Analysis number can be found on the bottom of the product box. If you're in the store, you can look at it before you purchase your product.



Product Packaging:
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* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.



* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
* ⚠️ Must be 21 years of age or older to purchase any ingestible full-spectrum hemp product in Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Maryland, Minnesota, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia and Wyoming.
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Step 1: Select flavor

	
Step 2: Select size

	
Step 3 (Optional): Subscribe to Autoship and save 10%

	
Step 4: Add to Cart to keep shopping or complete your purchase with 'Buy Now'













  



































































